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The floating mortgage system is considered to be the common law of exquisite 
creations, the internal structure of the system is extremely sophisticated. Although 
the floating mortgage system has been established in our country, but our country 
provides for a floating mortgage system not only article less content is very rough, 
not fine floating mortgage system can reflect the panorama of play, which is 
disadvantageous to the floating charge system effectiveness in practice. The floating 
charge system in our country only four articles, four articles is that there are many 
places worth exploring, the domestic scholars debate, unable to agree on which 
is right view. Aiming at the existing problems of floating mortgage system of our 
country, were discussed. Firstly, introduces the main countries of Anglo-American 
law system and continental law system especially the specific provisions of the 
floating mortgage system in Britain was made to the floating mortgage system, hope 
the provisions in these countries can provide reference for the perfection of our 
floating mortgage system. Secondly, the system of floating charge system, including 
the floating mortgage system, crystallization of floating mortgage system, system, 
priority system, receiver system, legal analysis, trying to find the principle of these 
behind the system, in the hope that the system under the guidance of the principle 
in China's construction of the system. Then, according to the specific provisions 
of the floating charge system in our country is analyzed, the defects existing in 
the specific provisions of our floating mortgage system in many aspects. Finally, 
combining the analysis of the preceding three parts, trying to put forward rational 
improvement of our floating mortgage system suggestion. 
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